
Resume
Name: David Chege
Email: chegenganga2@gmail.com
LinkedIn: david-chege-337887262

About:
Experienced Self-Taught Web Developer | Frontend Specialist | Passionate about Technology

Key Strengths:
■ Frontend Development: Proficient in React.js, Next.js, and Redux Toolkit, creating

dynamic and responsive interfaces that captivate users and enhance their browsing
experiences.

■ Quick Learning: A natural ability to absorb information rapidly and apply it effectively,
enabling me to stay at the forefront of emerging technologies and industry best
practices.

■ Problem-Solving: A creative and analytical mindset combined with excellent
troubleshooting skills to identify and resolve complex issues, ensuring smooth
functionality of web applications.

■ Collaboration: A team player who thrives in collaborative environments, effectively
communicating with cross-functional teams to achieve project goals and deliver
exceptional results.

Skills:
1. Data Entry
2. Transcription
3. Closed Captioning
4. Laravel
5. JavaScript
6. Tailwind CSS
7. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
8. React.js

https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-chege-337887262/


Experience:

Transcriptionist
GoTranscript | Freelance | Jul 2019 - Present
Provided transcription services, including English transcription, research, and proofreading.
Maintained a high level of accuracy and attention to detail while meeting project deadlines.

Medical Transcriptionist
Voxtab (Crimson Interactive) | Contract | Sep 2019 - Mar 2020
Transcribed medical documents with a focus on maintaining accuracy and adhering to quality
standards.
Conducted online research and ensured the proper formatting of medical transcription
documents.

Projects:

Blog
Associated with Freelance | Sep 2022 - Nov 2022
Created a personal blog using Laravel Breeze backend and React.js on Next.js.
Developed dynamic features such as claps, likes, and comments using Redux.js for an
enhanced user experience.

Web-based closed captioning app
Associated with Freelance | Jul 2022 - Aug 2022
Built a web-based closed captioning app using HTML, JavaScript, and Tailwind CSS.
Enabled users to upload and export VTT and SRT files for closed captioning purposes.

Transcription project creation wizard
Associated with Freelance | Jun 2022 - Jun 2022
Developed a simple wizard to streamline the process of creating transcription projects.
Implemented features to add video files or links, set instructions and deadlines, and group
related projects together.

https://blog-frontent-nine.vercel.app/
https://cheges-captions-editor.onrender.com/
https://chages-upload-wizard.onrender.com/


I am excited about new opportunities to further expand my skill set, tackle challenging
projects, and contribute to the growth and success of innovative organizations. If you are
looking for a dedicated and adaptable


